October 2, 2020
Cory Ann Wind
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
700 NE Multnomah Street, Suite 600
Portland, OR 97232-4100
RE: COMMENTS OF CENTER FOR RESOURCE SOLUTIONS (CRS) ON THE RULEMAKING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE #1 DISCUSSION PAPER FOR THE SEPTEMBER 24, 2020 ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MEETING FOR THE CLEAN FUELS PROGRAM ELECTRICITY 2021 RULEMAKING

Dear Ms. Wind:
CRS appreciates this opportunity to submit comments on the Rulemaking Advisory Committee #1
Discussion Paper (“Discussion Paper”) for the September 24, 2020 Rulemaking Advisory Committee
(RAC) Meeting #1 (“September 24 Meeting”) as a part of The Clean Fuels Program (CFP) Electricity 2021
Rulemaking. Our comments are organized by topic area below. We also provide responses to
consultation questions in the Discussion Paper and discussion questions from the September 24
Meeting.
BACKGROUND ON CRS AND GREEN-E®
CRS is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that creates policy and market solutions to advance sustainable
energy. CRS provides technical guidance to policymakers and regulators at different levels on
renewable energy policy design, accounting, tracking and verification, market interactions, and
consumer protection. CRS also administers the Green-e® programs. For over 20 years, Green-e® has
been the leading independent certification for voluntary renewable electricity products in North
America. In 2018, Green-e® certified retail sales of over 62 million megawatt-hours (MWh), serving over
1.2 million retail purchasers of Green-e® certified renewable energy, including 61,000 businesses.1
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COMMENTS
Expansion of the CFP to include utility green tariff programs and renewable energy credits (RECs)
1.

The CFP should allow electric vehicles (EVs) to charge with renewable electricity through utility
green tariff programs and the retirement of RECs.

Clean transportation markets present opportunities to dramatically grow green power markets and
demand for green power from EV users while also transforming the transportation sector. This change
would provide renewable generators and suppliers access to this new market and potentially increase
the importance of EV crediting and electrification as a compliance pathway under the CFP, which may
provide substantial benefits over the next best alternative transportation fuel option.
2.

Additional requirements and verification procedures should be added to protect against
double counting onsite behind the meter (BTM) renewable energy (RE).

Whereas the CFP currently recognizes onsite BTM RE at the charging station for non-residential EV
charging, it is our understanding that REC retirement for this generation is only required and verified
where the facilities are registered in the Western Renewable Energy Generation Information System
(WREGIS). However, since most of these facilities will not be so registered due to their size, we
recommend that additional requirements be added and verification performed to ensure that RE
attributes (i.e. RECs) are retained in perpetuity by these facilities. At the very least, DEQ could require an
attestation to that effect by facility owners.
Calculating the statewide and utility-specific mixes
3.

CRS supports the existing use of utility-specific mixes to determine the carbon intensity (CI) of
electricity used to charge EVs for CFP crediting, and the proposal to adjust the statewide grid
mix and CI to exclude energy and emissions associated with the utilities that have opted to use
utility-specific CIs.

Adjusting the existing policy in line with this proposal will result in a more precise calculation of
reductions and CFP credits for EV charging. The CFP accounts for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
delivered to EV load. These emissions can be calculated using either “location-based” or “market-based”
accounting—where market-based accounting reflects contractual use and purchasing of specified
generation, including the use of RECs for RE, and location-based accounting does not.2 California’s Lowcarbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) uses a location-based grid average but then allows for market-based

For further discussion, see Sotos, M. (2015) GHG Protocol Scope 2 Guidance: An Amendment to the GHG Protocol Corporate
Standard. World Resources Institute. Available online: http://www.wri.org/sites/default/files/Scope_2_Guidance_Final.pdf.
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purchasing of RE. It makes more sense to use retail sales data instead of total system generation and to
allow utility-specific mixes if other market-based adjustments (e.g. purchasing RE) can be made. And it
would also make sense to adjust the regional grid average to remove utility-specific mixes that are used
(i.e. to avoid double counting in the CFP calculations) as a preferable alternative to grid averages.
4.

Additional improvements should be made to utility-specific CIs used for crediting to further
increase precision, including using residual mix and product-specific emissions factors.

The CFP should require that all voluntary sales be removed from both utility-specific CIs and the grid
average in order to estimate “residual mix” emissions factors, to avoid double counting overall. More
generally, the utility-specific CIs should be adjusted to be product-specific or at least represent the
default or standard product mix. Currently, utility-specific CIs represent total retail sales—total tons over
total megawatt-hours (MWh) served—which does not represent the mix or emissions factor actually
used by any individual customer.
5.

CRS recommends the specification of a standardized methodology for calculating utilityspecific CIs, beyond DEQ’s GHG Reporting Program and the guidance documents available on
the CFP website.3

Again, utility-specific CIs calculated per DEQ’s GHG Reporting Program do not necessarily represent the
electricity contractually delivered to individual customers. It is not clear, for example, how RECs are
treated in the calculations and whether RE included has been contractually delivered to serve retail
load. The CFP can consider, for example, either developing a methodology or accepting rates calculated
in conformance with and verified against The Climate Registry’s (TCR’s) Electric Power Sector (EPS)
Protocol4, which is consistent with the GHG Protocol and ISO 14064-1.
6.

Please clarify whether or not the calculation of CFP credits for EV charging represents the
assignment of attributes (e.g. a resource mix and emissions factor) to the power and a retail
usage claim for the EV user.

DEQ’s use of an adjusted grid average, a residual mix, or utility-specific mixes to estimate the CI of
delivered electricity as a part of EV crediting in the CFP may be understood to represent the
assignment of attributes to delivered power, such that the EV user may claim to be receiving electricity
with those attributes (from a certain mix of sources or with a certain emissions rate). Alternatively,
DEQ’s use of these mixes and rates may simply be a part of a calculation to estimate emissions
reductions associated with using an EV instead of a gas-powered vehicle. The difference is important
for retail customers in Oregon, RE markets, and participants in the CFP. If DEQ is assigning attributes,

3
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See https://www.oregon.gov/deq/ghgp/cfp/Pages/Guidance-Documents.aspx.
See https://www.theclimateregistry.org/tools-resources/reporting-protocols/electric-power-sector-protocol/.
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then, for example, the issuance of base credits (for grid average electricity for residential charging)
would mean that that charging cannot also be assigned to load participating in a green power
program—i.e. the same load cannot be met with both the grid mix and RE. And in this case, the use of
more precise emissions factors (representing residual and product-specific mixes, see comment no. 4
above) becomes even more important. However, if DEQ’s estimation of the difference in emissions
between a car powered with electricity vs. gasoline is not an assignment of attributes or a usage claim
per se, then issuance of base credits would not conflict with an EV user’s claim to 100% RE through a
utility program that is not participating in the CFP. California Air Resources Board (CARB) Staff have
confirmed that their estimation methods for the emissions associated with electricity used as a
transportation fuel under the LCFS do not represent a retail usage claim or claim on the attributes.5
REC eligibility
7.

CRS recommends further explanation and specificity regarding the proposal that, “RECs used
under this provision or by an eligible green tariff would need to be in addition to any other
requirement or program.”6

Please clarify: additional to which programs? Is DEQ referring to regulatory programs only, or also
voluntary programs? Does this also mean additional to RE that is certified by the Green-e® program?
For example, CARB has a similar requirement for the Voluntary Renewable Energy Program (VREP)
under the state’s cap-and-trade program, which prohibits claims on the renewable electricity or the use
of RECs in any other voluntary or mandatory program, and which is referenced by the LCFS program.7
However, CARB has recognized the distinction between having RE certified using a program like
Green-e® vs. using the RE for a separate program. It considers the Green-e® program to be a part of
the same “use” for voluntary RE purposes as the VREP. As a result, Green-e® certified RE may be used in
the VREP.
Clarification from DEQ on this question—eligibility or ineligibility in other programs—may have other
implications for the Green-e® program, however. For example, RECs used for the VREP under cap-andtrade in California cannot be used for the LCFS,8 indirectly making those RECs ineligible for the Greene® program (except for certain 100% renewable electricity products9). It may have implications for other
programs as well. For example, the California Energy Commission (CEC) has determined that publicly
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Phone conversation with CARB Staff on January 16, 2020.
Discussion Paper, pg. 8.
7
See Section 95841.1(b)(1)(E) of the Cap-and-Trade Regulation in Title 17, CCR, and April 2019 LCFS Guidance 19-01 for Bookand-Claim Accounting for Low-CI Electricity,
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/classic//fuels/lcfs/guidance/lcfsguidance_19-01.pdf.
8
See April 2019 LCFS Guidance 19-01.
9
See https://www.green-e.org/news/062019 and Sec. IV.C1.9 of the Green-e® Energy Code of Conduct.
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owned utilities (POUs) cannot exclude voluntary RE sales from Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)
compliance obligations if that RE is used for the LCFS.10
Among other things, DEQ should specify the REC retirement requirements for the CFP. This alone may
determine how those RECs may be used in other programs.
Regarding other potential requirements and limitations on REC eligibility, please see responses to
consultation and discussion questions below.
REC vintage
8.

A proposal to limit the vintage of eligible RECs to those generated within three quarters of
when the EV charging occurs (i.e. an 18-month REC vintage window) may require an
adjustment to the current CFP reporting and credit issuance schedule.

While individual utilities may find a “within three quarters” REC vintage requirement to be challenging
based on their individual circumstances, in general, it would simply require that customers and
utilities monitor their REC purchases, require specific vintages, and perhaps engage in quarterly
reconciliation of RECs for EV charging.
However, it may require adjustments to current reporting and compliance deadlines, considering the
time it takes for RECs to be issued in WREGIS, which is typically 90 days (or one quarter). Based on
current issuance of CFP credits in the first quarter of the year for the prior year,11 a “within three
quarters” vintage requirement would effectively allow RECs that are up to three quarters old, but RECs
with a vintage that is three quarters after charging occurs could only be used for first quarter EV
charging. For charging in any other quarter, CFP credit issuance would occur before three quarters in
the future. And for fourth quarter EV charging, participants would have to use entirely past-vintage
RECs (a three quarter or 9-month vintage window)—current and future vintage RECs could not be used
for fourth quarter charging.
In general, we suggest that DEQ seek to align reporting and vintage requirements with other existing
RE programs, e.g. the Green-e® program’s 21-month vintage window and June 1st annual reporting
deadline, to reduce complexity for program participants.

See Section 3204(b)(9) on p.19 of the Second 15-Day Language Modification of Regulations Specifying Enforcement
Procedures for the Renewables Portfolio Standard for Local Publicly Owned Electric Utilities:
https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=234349&DocumentContentId=67208.
11
Discussion Paper, pg. 2.
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Incremental credits for EV charging with RE
9.

CRS generally supports the introduction of “incremental” credits for residential EV charging
with RE or low-CI electricity, representing, “the delta between the CI of the renewable electricity
versus the statewide grid mix.”12

However, it is not clear from the Discussion Paper or the presentation slides from the September 24
Meeting if these incremental credits would only be for residential EV charging, as is the case, for
example, in California’s LCFS. If DEQ is proposing to introduce incremental credits for non-residential
EV charging as well, please explain the benefits of that approach over simply awarding additional CFP
credit to the same entity for non-residential charging with a lower CI. Furthermore, if DEQ proposes to
issue incremental credits for residential charging only to the same utilities that can currently receive
credits for residential EV charging (see comments related to credit ownership structure below), then
incremental credits may not be needed for residential charging either. Again, additional credit may
simply be awarded to the utility. Incremental credits are helpful to the extent that different entities may
receive base versus incremental credits, which would be the case if entities other that the utility may
earn incremental credits for EV charging with RE, e.g. retiring RECs.
Credit ownership structure for EV charging with RE in the CFP
10. CRS generally supports a credit ownership structure that is similar to the California LCFS
program, as described in Sec. 3.2.3 of the Discussion Paper.
CRS does not see the need to change the credit ownership structure for non-residential charging. If
incremental credits are introduced for residential EV charging with low-CI electricity, then the credit
ownership hierarchy (based on data quality) that is used in California and described in Sec. 3.2.3 of the
Discussion Paper is a reasonable and consistent approach.
Directing revenue from the sale of electricity credits
11.

CRS supports the inclusion of a new requirement that revenue from selling residential EV
credits should be used to promote transportation electrification and benefit current or future
EV drivers. We recommend that DEQ provide guidance on what uses and activities meet this
requirement that is more specific than California's guidance for its LCFS program.13

This requirement will help ensure that EV customers in Oregon are supporting compliance under the
CFP, rather than subsidizing it. Compliance entities should be paying for EV use to comply with the

12
13

Ibid, pg. 3.
See March 2020 LCFS Guidance 20-03.
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CFP, rather than a situation in which EV users are paying to generate compliance credits and the utility
receives a windfall. The requirement that EV credit revenue should benefit current or future EV drivers
should apply to revenue from both base credits and incremental credits, and it should apply not only to
utilities but to other entities receiving potential incremental credits for residential charging as well.
CRS recommends that DEQ provides a more specific list of activities that would meet the electricity
credit proceeds spending requirement, rather than broader principles for revenue spending or
California’s non-exhaustive list of examples. This will facilitate enforcement of the requirement.
Incremental crediting for smart charging
12. Introducing use of hourly grid mix data for crediting for smart charging may cause some
confusion, particularly around the question of customer claims, and present other data
availability and accounting challenges.
The availability of hourly data is uncertain. California allows reporting entities to apply for a smart
charging pathway, where they have the ability to do submetering at the hourly level, for residential
crediting. However, ideally, DEQ would require use of hourly residual mixes or retail mixes to avoid
double counting, which may be even farther off than either consistent hourly data or annual regional
residual mixes. See comment no. 4 above. In addition, this would allow for crediting based on both
hourly (for smart charging) and annual matching of RE generation to load (using RE/RECs) in the CFP.
This is confusing, especially if crediting represents an assignment of attributes (see comment no. 6
above).
A voluntary green power EV option in Oregon, disclosure, and compensation
13. DEQ can consider creating an opportunity for EV customers using RE to “opt out” of the CFP or
keep the credits associated with their charging in order to preserve regulatory surplus and
produce benefits outside of the CFP.
Unless there is commercial EV charging that is not participating in the CFP, all EV charging in Oregon
supports the CFP, which lowers emissions in the transportation sector. There does not appear to be a
way for non-commercial EV owners in Oregon to "opt out" of the CFP by acquiring or otherwise
preventing credits associated with their charging from being used to meet CFP requirements. As a
result, EV charging in Oregon does not reduce emissions beyond what the CFP already requires. If
these emissions reductions did not come from EV customers in Oregon, fuel producers would need to
create or acquire them from somewhere else in the sector under the law. EV charging does not move
the needle in that respect. This may not align with consumers’ expectations.
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Under proposed changes, electricity suppliers, charging stations, vehicle manufacturers, and possibly
others can additionally purchase RE for EV charging in order to generate more or incremental credits.
EV customers cannot acquire these credits either. It is possible for these entities or the EV customer to
purchase green power for EV charging and not use it to generate additional credits—effectively opting
out for the additional benefits of using RE. But, EV customers may have little or no say in whether RE is
used for the CFP, except by choosing to buy different or more RE for EV charging from a different
supplier.
DEQ may consider the benefits of creating a voluntary EV option as a separate driver for electrification
and RE for EV use outside of the CFP.
14. Disclosure to EV customers, including those using RE for EV charging, should be sufficient to
communicate what the CFP is and the role of the customer’s EV in supporting the CFP. Where
there are requirements for use of EV credit revenue, this should be disclosed to EV customers
as well.
EV customers in Oregon may not be aware that they are supporting the CFP and they may expect that
their choice to buy an EV moves the needle on emissions from the transportation sector. At a
minimum, they should receive sufficient disclosure about the CFP program, the role of their EV in the
CFP and how it affects their environmental impact, and what happens to credits and credit revenue
associated with their charging. They should also be informed of how they will be compensated for the
environmental benefits that they are creating for fuel producers. Point-of-purchase rebates, for
example, that are funded using EV credit revenues should be accurately disclosed as payments for the
right to use the EV for compliance with state law.
15. EV customers should be compensated, either directly or indirectly, for the full value of their
contributions to the CFP, such that they are in fact selling CFP credits rather than subsidizing
CFP compliance for regulated entities.
See comment no. 11 above.
Responses to consultation and discussion questions regarding RE
We have provided brief responses to the questions on pg. 9 of the Discussion Paper below.
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Should there be additional requirements for eligible renewable electricity?
It depends on program objectives, but we suggest alignment with existing standards and programs
to the extent possible and balancing in-state and regional benefits. See responses below for further
discussion of Green-e® certification, geographic restrictions, and vintage requirements.
Should DEQ adopt the definition of renewable electricity used in the state RPS, or is a more narrow
definition appropriate?
It is unclear whether DEQ is asking specifically about eligible renewable resource types or other
requirements around generation vintage, geographic eligibility, type of RE procurement, etc. See
responses further below for discussion of geographic restrictions and vintage requirements.
However, in general, we again suggest alignment with existing standards and programs to the
extent possible and balancing in-state and regional benefits. Rather than limiting eligibility to certain
renewable resource types, all renewable resources and RECs may be eligible and the CI should reflect
the actual direct and lifecycle emissions of generation using that resource.
Should eligibility for renewable electricity generators be further restricted to those placed in service
following the start of the CFP?
We request further explanation of the rationale and objectives behind such a restriction. Such a
restriction is not necessary to accurately calculate the delta between the CI of gasoline vs. the CI of
electricity or the delta between the CI of RE vs. the statewide grid mix. Use of existing RE as a
transportation fuel delivers emissions reductions in the transportation sector equivalent to those
delivered by use of post-2016 RE. However, if it is another objective of the program to drive new
development of RE to serve EV charging through CFP crediting, then such a restriction may be
justified. We also request some analysis of the benefits of determining that only new RE generators
should have access to this new market for RE, in both the electricity and transportation sectors, and
whether this restriction would limit use of RE for the CFP overall.
Should RECs only be allowed from renewable generators that deliver power into Oregon or an
electricity balancing area that covers at least a portion of the state?
DEQ does not need to limit REC use based on generator location or transaction type (e.g. bundled vs.
unbundled RE) to ensure accurate accounting. The attributes of generation (including emissions) are
not physically delivered to load. If DEQ has objectives beyond accurate accounting, we suggest
balancing in-state and regional benefits and objectives. If necessary, deliverability restrictions would
be consistent with California, which requires that RPS Portfolio Content Category (PCC) 1
deliverability requirements be met for all RECs used for its LCFS.
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Should DEQ qualify green tariffs for use in the program?
Yes. At a minimum, DEQ should ensure that eligible green tariffs actually deliver RE and retire RECs
that meet eligibility requirements. DEQ could potentially reference other RE standards, like the
Green-e® Standard, for all or part of a verification process. In California, Green-e® allows certain 100%
renewable electricity retail products (in which RECs and energy are sold together) to include a
portion of RE generation that is awarded LCFS credits for EV charging. A similar policy could be
adopted for Oregon’s CFP, in which case Green-e® certified programs used for the CFP would
undergo a rigorous verification process. Green-e® could also incorporate additional steps to its
verification process for any CFP eligibility requirements. See further discussion of use of the Green-e®
program for CFP compliance below.

We have provided brief responses to the questions on slide 37 of the presentation slides from the
September 24 Meeting below.

How can we ensure that actual additional reductions are achieved?
True project/activity “additionality” must be tested (using multiple tests) in accordance with best
practices for emissions reductions credits (a.k.a. carbon offsets). See established
methodologies/protocols used by carbon offset project verification programs for transportation
electrification projects, including Verra, the Gold Standard Foundation, the American Carbon
Registry, the Climate Action Reserve, as well as methodologies created for the Clean Development
Mechanism. However, if DEQ is simply seeking to ensure that emissions reductions in the
transportation sector due to use of RE for EV charging under the CFP are incremental to other state
policies and voluntary programs, then it can require that RECs used for CFP are not used for other
programs and that the RE is either not located in a capped region (e.g. California or potentially
Oregon in the future) or, if it is, allowances are retired. It must also ensure that the underlying
electricity is not otherwise counted toward state or voluntary RE or carbon targets, and that avoided
emissions associated with RE used for the CFP are not otherwise credited, traded, or accounted for.
Again, Green-e® certification could help provide these assurances. See further discussion of use of
the Green-e® program for CFP compliance below
Who should be able to claim they are delivering renewable power to vehicles?
Legally, only delivery of the REC or REC retirement on behalf of the EV owner for EV load constitutes
delivery of renewable power for EV charging.14 Again, DEQ should clarify whether CFP credit issuance

See Jones, T. et al. (2015). The Legal Basis of Renewable Energy Certificates. Center for Resource Solutions.
https://resource-solutions.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/The-Legal-Basis-for-RECs.pdf.
Also see U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC). (February 5, 2015). Letter to Sheehey Furlong & Behm P.C. regarding
Petition to Investigate Deceptive Trade Practices of Green Mountain Power Company In the Marketing of Renewable Energy
to Vermont Customers. p. 3-4. http://blogs2.law.columbia.edu/climate-change-litigation/wp-content/uploads/sites/16/casedocuments/2015/20150205_docket-na_letter.pdf
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for EV charging with RE (or low-CI electricity) represents a claim on attributes (see comment no. 6
above). If DEQ is simply asking which entity should be able to get CFP credits for EV charging with
low-CI electricity, credits should go to the non-residential charging equipment owner, and for
residential charging, credits can go to the supplier of the RECs (bundled or unbundled) based on a
hierarchy of charging data quality or DEQ can select certain eligible green power and REC providers
(e.g. utilities). See comments related to credit ownership structure above.
Does it make sense to require that RECs retired under this provision meet a voluntary standard such
as Green-e®?
Possibly. The Green-e® Standard is independent and stakeholder driven, and it is the leading
standard for voluntary RE in North America. However, it may only be possible for RECs ultimately
used for the CFP to be included in a certified wholesale (and voluntary) transaction to reporting
entities (e.g. charging station owners, vehicle manufacturers, etc.), depending on a determination by
the Green-e® program about whether or not RE/RECs used for Oregon’s CFP can be included in a
certified retail product. Green-e® certification of wholesale sales of RECs would ensure that they
meet the Green-e® Standard and that the wholesale sale is verified, even if they cannot be sold in a
Green-e® certified retail product to the end-EV-user. There have been other instances in which state
regulatory programs (e.g. state and municipal RPS programs) have similarly recognized wholesale
purchasing of voluntary Green-e® certified RE which is later used for RPS compliance (i.e. a nonvoluntary retail end-use).
With exceptions, the Green-e® program has historically required that RE used to supply certified
products is surplus to regulation. In California, CARB’s determination that RE used for the LCFS
cannot also be used for the VREP under cap-and-trade, which is required by the Green-e® program,
effectively determined that RECs used for the LCFS could not also be Green-e® certified. Without a
cap-and-trade program covering the electricity sector in Oregon, the Green-e® program would need
to decide if RECs could be used for the CFP.
The Green-e® program has adopted a policy for 100% renewable electricity products (in which RECs
and energy are sold together) allowing a portion of RE to be used for the LCFS provided that at least
25% of the product is purely voluntary and not used for compliance and with additional disclosures to
the customer.15 It seems reasonable that the program would adopt the same policy for 100%
renewable electricity products sold in Oregon.
Finally, slide 36 of the presentation slides from the September 24 Meeting includes some incorrect
information. The Green-e® program includes a 21-month vintage window, and geographic sourcing

15

Also see OR. ADMIN. R. § 330-160-0015 (16).
See https://www.green-e.org/news/062019 and Sec. IV.C1.9 of the Green-e® Energy Code of Conduct.
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restrictions apply only to certified renewable electricity products (in which RECs and energy are sold
together), not REC products. The Green-e® program also includes many other requirements that are
not shown on the slide. CRS would be happy to assist DEQ with any references to or requirements for
Green-e® certification.
Should there be geographic restrictions on what renewable electricity qualifies? Should eligible
generators be located in the WECC? In an electricity balancing authority that includes Oregon? In
Oregon? The same utility service territory?
See our response to a similar question above. But again, it depends on DEQ’s legal authority, the
program’s objectives, and the balance between in-state and region-wide benefits of electrification
and RE generation. The Green-e® program sets geographic sourcing requirements for renewable
electricity products (where RECs and energy are sold together)—RE must be sourced from the same
grid region as where the customer is located16—based on expressed and perceived expectations of
stakeholders. These expectations may be different for REC products.
Could utility green tariffs meet a vintage/temporal restriction on when renewable electricity is being
generated to meet the zero carbon claim?
It may depend on individual utility circumstances. However, vintage restrictions, e.g. the Green-e®
program’s 21-month vintage window for annual sales, are standard practice in the voluntary market.
“Tighter” vintage restrictions (e.g. the proposed six quarter or 18-month window, limited later in the
year by CFP credit issuance) would mean that utilities would need to more carefully monitor REC
procurements and it may require monthly or quarterly reconciliation of RECs for EV charging, which
may increase administrative burden. See comment no. 8 above for important considerations
regarding vintage and reporting/issuance timeframes.

Please let me know if we can provide any further information or answer any other questions.
Sincerely,
______/s/______
Todd Jones
Director, Policy

16

See Sec. IV.A of the Green-e Renewable Energy Standard for Canada and the United States v3.4.
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